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Since this is the fourth identical
item coming to my attention regarding
this matter, I wish to share it with all
of you in detail. It is another major
example of misuse of power and loss
of “rights” as citizens. I had not
presented it because we run so short of
space and our Constitutional Law Center Director is already on the case in
great measure. It is the SAME as is
happening all around your nation as
the Elite set about gaining total control
of all of your abilities to attend self and
remove ALL FREEDOMS.
The following letter is from
Alexander G. Schauss, Executive Director, Citizens for Health, P.O. Box
368 Tacoma, WA 98401, (206) 922FAX (206) 922-7583, It comes
to this location via both Mr. Tips of
CLC and Maureen Salaman of the
National Health Federation, 212 West
Foothill Blvd., Monrovia, Calif.
91016, (818) 359-8334, FAX (818)
THESE ARE “RED
FLAGS’ ’ AND MUST BE ATTENDED CAREFULLY
AND
QUICKLY IF YOU WOULD STOP
THIS NIGHTMARE UPON YOU.

CLINIC STORMED BY UNNECESSARY BREAK-IN
MAY 8, m!
Recap: OnMay6that9a.m.,
15 FDA agents wearing flack jackets
with guns drawn, backed by a contingent of King County Police who surrounded the clinic, stormed into the
Tahoma Clinic at 24030 132nd Avenue S.E., Kent, WA., by breaking
through the Clinic’s door by force,
No attempt was made to knock on the
door or utilize the services of the

complex’s landlord, who offered to
onen the door with his master key
when presented the search warrant.
Two officers yelled at employees
“Drop everything! Put your hands
up!” Unbeknownst to the FDA one
employee was hidden behind a column which then allowed her to reach
a phone and contact a friend of Dr.
Wright’s family. She contacted KVI
Radio Seattle, which immediately con-

(Ed. Note: This article is serious confirmation of CommariderHatonn’s“FDA
Sounds Deathnell To Wellness Industry”on the front page of 2118192Volume 18
#5 PHOENIX LIBERATOR.)
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tacted us (Citizens for Health). By that
time, Dr. Wright arrived at the clinic
to discover his facility surrounded by
King. County Police. He was instrutted not to enter the clinic. He
found his terrified staff and patients
outside the building. I (Alexander G.
Schauss) arrived shortly thereafter from
Tacoma. By that time, Dr. Wright’s
attorney, George Cody had arrived. I
immediately secured a copy of the
U.S. Magistrate Court search warrant.
This was immediately FAXed to our
office for national and local distribu-

tion. I had established that the major
items listed in the search warrant were
injectable vitamins! The first television film crew to arrive was KIROTV, Seattle. By that time our office
had begun the process of contacting
every newspaper, radio and television
show in the region. Soon KOMO-TV,
KING-TV, etc., the
The
etc., began flooding into the parking
lot of the Clinic. All efforts by press
and media to determine the cause of the
search warrant met with a “no comment”. Next we contacted scores of
our organization’s members throughout the U.S. to activate
our
organization’s emergency phone network. Within four hours we were in
touch with NBC News New York,
Associated Press-Seattle and New
York, UPI, and contacts in Washington, D.C. NNFA, NHA and other

organizations
were immediately
FAXed copies of the U.S. Magistrate
Court’s search warrant.
The FDA remained in the
building, denying Dr. Wright, his
attorney or anyone else access into the
building until 11 p.m., 14
Boxes and boxes of
the clinic’s records and equipment
were removed by the FDA. They
hired a U-Haul truck which took the
uncounted number of boxes of clinic
records and equipment to an unknown
location.
Repeated attempts by the media in the Seattle area and from tbroughout the country to get an explanation
for the raid met with stiff resis’ance
and “no comment” by the District
Office of the FDA in Bothell, Washington, the U.S. Assistant Attorney,
and the U.S. Magistrate’s Office. By
2 p.m. our office had received calls
from Arizona. By 4 p.m. from Miami, Florida. By 6 p.m. Dr. Wright
was an in-studio guest of the Mike
Segal Show on KVI-radio, 570 AM
He attacked the FDA for “gestapo”
and “Nazi” tactics, after trying for
hours to get any agency of government
to explain the r&son for the raid. He
told the audience that the U.S. Magistrate, the FDA and the U.S. Attorney
refused to give him any reason for the
raid. He described the FDA’s action
as a conspiracy between the FDA and
pharmaceutical industry to stamp out
alternative health options and dietary
supplements. We have a tape of that
show (more details to follow on getting copies). Thousands of people
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President nor he were aware of the
called into tlie station for the next two FDA raid
hours in anger as the region began to
hear of Dr. Wright’s plight. Calls
Texasin recent months.
were unbelievably supportive of Dr.
Wright, even from people who nor- He appealed for anyone in the country
mally don’t agree with alternative having knowledge of such raids to
medicine. People left for dead by the FAX the White House 202-456-2461
medical establishment reported their with information. Local talk show
results at his clinic. People were livid host Mike Segal has appealed for the
in anger that the police were armed, public throughout the United States to
broke into a medical clinic, and treated FAX Sam Skinner and President Bush
Dr. Wright like a common criminal! with their sentiment with this situation
Caller after caller asked for a Federal immediately. Mr. Segal will personinvestigation and County investiga- ally contact every major radio talk
tion of the use of police force to assist show host in the U.S. (he has been in
the FDA. It was hard not to cry the business over 20 years and is often
several times when you listened to the featured as one of the top five talk
pieas of callers asking the public to show hosts in the U.S.) by tomorrow
help get this Clinic opened again im- to air this story and interview Dr.
Wright. [H: Actually, it
petumediately.
This morning, Mr. Ken Pullen, nias,
a member of the King County Counnaive? 1
cil, called for the County Sheriff
Montgomery and the King County
Police to appear before the County
Law and Justice Committee on May
We have set up a “Jonathan
14th at a public hearing in the County
Wright
Legal Defense Fund”. An
building at 9:30 a.m. to explain to the
press and public the use of guns during IRS tax number was established for
the FDA raid. He publicly apologized this defense fund this’moming. My
on radio for theoutrageous u=of local on-site evaluation of the Tahoma
law enforcement to assist the FDA. Clinic, this afternoon, leads me to
His announcement is being carried advise you that under no circumstances
throughout the region on news pro- can Dr. Wright or any of his physician
colleagues provide nutritionally-origrams.
ented medical care to 1,300 patients
under the clinic’s care at this time.
The FDA action has stopped his abila
ity to provide nutritional-botanicalbased medical services to patients.
He claims that neither the The FDA methodically stripped down
q the clinic until it resembles a typical
1 allopathic facility.
I
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This morning we began getting
1 calls from European countries, from a
medical conference in Brazil (so it is
possible this FDA raid has gone overI seas through the wire services), CNNi TV, Associated Press, etc., and news1 papers throughout the country. Since
m someof the pure injectable vitamins
1 are imported from Germany, the GerI mans are very interested in why the
1 U.S. government would seize the
1 world’s purest injectable vitamins,
u free of preservatives, available only

from their country.
I was advised by the Seattle
that the U.S. Magistrate has sealed the affidavit explaining the reason for the FDA raids. This
has infuriated members of the local
press, who have been demanding an
explanation from the FDA, particularly its use of guns. The FDA in
Seattle and Washington, D.C., continues to respond “no comment”.
One caller to our office, who refused
to give me her name, told me that the
FDA never expected the kind of publicity this matter is generating in the
newspapers and over the air waves.
She felt that they would never have
selected him if they knew of the media
and public’s interest. She urged the
public to write letters to the FDA with
copies to members of Congress, especially both Representatives Waxman
and Dingell and Senators Kennedy
and Hatch.
She reminded me that just recently a leading antagonist against
supplements in the FDA’s Washington office was removed from his position because of his vocal “fanaticism” against supplements. The head
of the Office of Consumer Litigation
for the Department of Justice had
apparently recently been replaced.
The Governor’s Office in
Olympia and scores of State legislators have been contacted by hundreds
of citizens today demanding a state
irivestigation into the use of local law
enforcement resources to assist an arm
of the U .S . government in this matter.
Unless you live in Washington state,
you could not imagine how the FDA
has galvanized a very vocal element of
this state’s population against the FDA,
the U.S. Government, and the U.S.
President. Congressional representatives were inundated today with phone
calls. It was impossible to reach
anything other than a busy signal at
either the regional FDA offices, the
office of the U.S. Attorney or U.S.
District Court.
One must understand, this doctor, trained at Harvard Medical School
and the University of Michigan has
been in practice in this state since
1970. He has treated tens of thousands
of patients. 1,200 patients were under
the care of the clinic’s practitioners at
the time of the raid. There are 25
employees at the facility. m: You

am I offering
TRUTH.]
CITIZEN

By late this afternoon, we heard
from CFH members and non-mem;
bers whose voices were sore from the
dozens of phone calls they made all
day. Our office took more than 400
calls today, half from outsideof Washington. Our FAX machines were
loaded for 12 consecutive hours sending out copies of the search warrant
and other pertinent information related to the raid. Other organizations
such as the Well Mind Clinic, Citizens
for Alternative Health Care, etc., in
this region have done an incredible job
of mobilizing their members and
friends in this cause.
An inventory this morning and
afternoon of items missing was given
to me during my visit to the clinic in
the afternoon. According to staff and
Dr. Wright, the FDA removed: com-

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
$lO.OO...(plus shipping)
Find out how you have been lied
to about the cause and reasons
for most wars and the real goals
of the “New
which is to rule the world with
Find out how you are being kept
track of by computers in every
detail of your lives. Read the
story of how the man-created or
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS,
Flu, etc.), man-created disasters
of droughts, wars, floods, earthquakes, volcanos, will continue
to kill off the unwanted.
ToOrder Contact: America Wesl
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puter hard drives, patient files, food
allergy testing equipment, reference
materials, dispensing records, treatment agendas and protocols, all nutrient supplements, account payable
records, invoice files, financial
records, newsletters, all rolodexes,
equipment manuals, software, 3 interro machines, etc. I met with one
nurse, she indicated that the following
items were missing from her duty
station: printers, keyboards, personal
business cards, computer screens, research files, patient files, two
rolodexes, software, all video tapes,
all computer parts, etc. I also learned
during interviews with staff that when
one nurse (J.C.) tried to stop an FDA
agent from removing her personal
effects, he said: “I will place you
under arrest if you interfere.”
Also, a visiting computer service representative was detained by
the FDA and possibly forced against
her will to physically remove the hard
disks from all the computers at the
clinic. I could not locate this woman
Dr. Wright and I went to Seto verify that she was detained for
attle for four hours of in-studio radio
possibly 8-12 hours by the FDA.
In May 7th the Seattle Post- interviews. Thousands of phone calls
Intelligence newspaper ran a large have flooded the stations in Seattle.
story titled “Armed Agents Make ‘B- We will be back on the air for two
vitamin Bust’ in Kent”. The (Tacoma) more hours at least tomorrow afterNews Tribune carried a story entitled noon, again during prime commuter
“FDA Raids Alternative Health Clinic hours. Calls are coming in from
in Kent”. We discovered that Asso- Cmada. We have secured a complete
ciated Press was beginning to get calls set of Dr. Wright’s interviews defrom throughout the countrv from scribing what happened at his clinic
newspapers asking for the story. You* first hand from the radio stations.
must continue to ask your newspapers These six hours of interviews have
to report this story. We contacted the been sent for reproduction, to be reAP office in New York first thing in turned to his attorney. If you would
the morning with additional details. like copies of these tapes, with the
Now listen to this. The nearest comments of government officials in
pharmacy to Dr. Wright’s Clinic, at a support of Dr. Wright, and the
reactions of caller after caller,
different address, with no financial
please
let
us know of your interest. As
connection to his Clinic was also raided
at the same time by the FDA, unbe- soon as I am told Ihe cost for reproducknownst to me or others while I was tion, I will makethemavailable through
witnessing the raid yesterday. The Citizens for Health at cost and postPharmacy owner said that over age. Send us a post card or letter
$100,000 in equipment was removed requesting notice of their cost. They
by tile FDA including freezers, freeze will be available by Monday afterdryers, encapsulation equipment, etc. noon*
He has been closed by the FDA.
GET INTO THE ACT(ION)
Why? Because he fills prescriptions
for Dr. Wright! He is very bitter.
A rally will be held Friday, May
8th at 2 p.m. Already over 500 people
have indicated that they will be at the

rally, including over 100 students and
faculty from Bastyr College of Natural Sciences in Seattle. With the
announcement of the rally no less than
a dozen times tonight on Seattle-regional radio, there is a good chance
more than 1,000 will be there supporting Dr. Wright. Government officials and radio talk show hosts indicated they will be there at the rally as
there will be reporters and photographers there, including AP and UP1

Further, Dr. Wright has
scheduled a press conference at 9:30
a.m. at the Renton Holiday Inn. I will
be giving an interview to Gary Null on
WBAI radio (99.5 FM) in New York
live at 9 a.m. (Noon in New York
City) on Friday. On Saturday, I will
be giving an interview to KPBC radio
live 11-12 a.m. in Dallas, Texas.
Contact Fred Van Liew for details l800-586-9263. Phil Donahue has
asked to have Dr. Wright. But you
must call his program in New York
and urge him to have Dr. Wright on
the program (212-644-6501). Tomorrow we have organized a call-in to
ABC, NBC, CBS to carry this story on

situation. He realizes that an onnortunitv like this mav never haDDenagain.
He wants this situation to be the rallying cry to kill H.R. 3642, H.R. 1662,
SB 2135 and the objectionable provisions of FDA proposed NLEA regulations. There is film footage of the
FDA from local stations, factual news
stories of events surrounding the raid
that are very supportive, and six hours
of taped radio interviews. Politicians
at many levels of government are
upset that they can not get an answer
from the FDA as to why injectable
vitamins were taken from a licensed
medical doctor. We received calls
from mainstream physicians asking if

IleftDr. wIightatwhatrenX%nsoi
hisclinicat ll:OOp.m. Heiscountingon
our support nation-wide.P&FAX the
WhiteHouse. Pleasemailuscopiesofyour
lettertotheWhiteHouse.
Writeyour
congressman. 0Xltactyourllocalmedia.
G. Scbauss,
lllank yw t-

.

“60

etc.
Call New York and
urge the respective major networks to
carry the story. Same with Larry
King. @I: This is

“You ones must be
prepared to recognize the names,
labels and places from whence
comes your so-called ‘health’ care.
I refer to the practice of medicine
as the
a

Information has been sent to Paul
Harvey in Chicago. [H:

HIGH PRIESTS AND RABBIS
IN THE TEMPLE because that is
what ‘health care’ has come to represent. The hospital (and research
lab) is the ‘temple’, the practitioners are the priests and rabbis. Trust
me with your life but ask me for no
explanations,’ is the byline..‘for I
am God of your being’.”

Call his show,
same thing. Please understand, although Dr. Wright has had less than 3
hours of sleep in two days, he is asking
everyone in America to call, call, call,
call everyone in this country about this
\
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What I am receiving as backflow
is an abundant cry to get more timely
information. I trust you readers realize that you are ahead of all papers on
he market as to current information
uid our scheduling is greatly limiting.

REALIZE THAT IN THE REPRINTING, ESPECIALLY IN MEDIA PRESENTATION--THERE ARE AL
WAYS ERRORS.
QUOTE OF ARTICLE IN
POINT:
MANILA BULLETIN, (Philinpines) Mon, May 18, 1992:

KONG/MANILA CROSSING
As our beloved E.C. and M.B.
arrived in Manila today from Hong
Kong, they were greeted with the
following newspaper article. This is
not a “per-chance” coincidence for
all efforts are afoot to stop the activities under way at this timeof transition
and the bringing of TRUTH. Note
that what is given is in some parts
“truth” in names and then some information which
SEEM to be
half-accurate statements. There is one
thing which it is truly time to repeat to
you who have followed one, Hatonn,
through the latter times as “Record
Keeper” that I am the same hut have
assumed my MISSION as come in the
“next segment” of evolvement and
enlightenment. You must always also
remember that this is a time wherein
all kinds of information will be flooding you as a part of the new assault
against you-the-people in global impact as fitting for each nation’s ability
to “relate” to the information as it
unfolds and the instructions given unto
you. Y0uintheU.S. aregettingafull
dose of
set forth in
mini-series format. I can only tell you
readers that you are getting very close
to decision time--close indeed.
you read the article in point I want you
to realize that I shall NOT do your
discerning for you but will set a few
things to straight as might be misunderstood. I will, also, NOT make
decision FOR YOU regarding one
labeled Almeida. Just remember, that
m either the extreme right or left as
projection of both good and evil-there will always be “mostly” truth
and yet often there is some lie present
J‘rof evil intent or purpose. This does
NOT
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Here is a good one to share with all
of you who need a bit of amusement
right off: We received a letter today
which stated the following, “.. ..I
a can’t believe any of the things you
go write because they are simply ‘too
much B.S. and couldn’t be true’ and
the rest you could simply get from
somewhere already written. ’’ Ah so?
What is it you wish me to do? I am also
told that ‘‘anyone in the military would
have a listing of the underground
facilities so why don’t you give us
something new like where are the
really secret places?” This, of course,
is from the same person who wouldn’t
believe me anyway! So, chelas, what
else is new today ? Maybe you ones
could send me some new information
so I wouldn’t have to use “old”
stuff??

20

CRASH AT EDWARDS

May the Truth rest gently upon the
shoulders of ye ones who have reached
out with only this kind of confirmation
regarding your missions. Blessed are
ye who shall build and share and make
such a transition a glory instead of
damnation upon a planet in trouble.
The Light shall always be given to
shine upon the just and the unjust and
yet, it will be the just who see it.
KNOW that we are in constant attention and shall assist as you allow us to

there!

Anyone, for instance, want to tell
me all about the major crash of a very
large craft at Edwards A.F. Base on
Sunday? Must be something in the
runway tar that keeps crashing multimillion and half-billion dollar planes
along with killing anywhere from 2 to
15 in every crash ! This flight had
come from the underground facility at
“China Lake” just minutes before so
what could they have been hauling to
cause anyone to desire to blow them
up?
Also:
VANDENBERG LAUNCH=

Always in love and attendance, I
trust your total challenge to&I input so
Almeida abo s&d tht hours that
can discern and judge in
. _
._ _wisdom as guided for ye SHALL BE
GIVEN TO KNOW. I salute you and
bend in appreciation to you who carry
the “luggage” into the valley of the
shadows.

kind

.

. . visible to Earth people.

0.
..

go somewhere, pay @e seminar fees
and get your pot-full of nothing. My
people are far too busy to spend time
on anyone’s dislike of our presentations. If you find our work of no
value and only aggravating--please
don’t read it. And, if all the information is so old as to be boring--WHY
HAVEN’T YOU
COMPLAINING DONE SOMETHING
ABOUT IT SO THE REST OF US
DON’T HAVE TO ATTEND IT?
Anyone who “knew all about it long
ago” should have fixed it by now.
I wish you readers and workers to
not be nonplused by such nonsense,.
please. “They” all knew about Esu
“Jesus” also but set him up for murder anyway. Critics may continue to
take their time and resources to bitch
and moan, complain and accuse--but I
shall not take my worker’s time in the
negative response time and I hope all
of you will simply do likewise.

.,
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Anyone want to tell ME what is
going on at Vandenberg ? They are
AVERAGING A ROCKET LAUNCH
A DAY in the wee hours (3:00 A.M.)
and effort to keep the journalists off
guard--but, some die-hard watchers
are waiting around the clock. So,
readers, I would like to hear it from
YOU if my “stuff’ is so old as to be
boring. If you wish to hear from me,
however, I often speak of these kinds
of things at meetings rather than on
paper to avoid such accusations. Our
job is not to entertain or inform casual
readers who wish to find fault and pick
at the work--if you want to play games--

Please allow the above observation to suffice regarding one, Robert
Martyr. Dozens of you graciously sat
to pen him encouragement and love-he responded with the most vile Satanic accusations and barrage of insults and damnation that I have witnessed from anyone yet. Please, STOP
attending him. Even GOD, when
bashed, rejected and insultedb upon
being told to get out of a life-experience--WILL DO SO. We did what
was needed--the workers in that incarceration facility have changed their
modus operandi and everyone in the
political arena had to take careful
consideration of their actions. Poor
Robert doesn’t have anything else to
validly complain about now so let us
not continue in foolishness and ask for
abuse unto selves for the kind efforts.
Perhaps he shall like it better when
there is no-one to assist him nor will
take time to even hear him. You see,
chelas, it pays not to call “wolf’
continually nor to bite the hand which
feeds. This does not, however, give
ones who are placed in caretaker roles
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the right tobe vicious, negligent or
mean and undisciplined. If ones cannot fill their job roles within boundaries laid forth then they must find
other jobs. It is the system we consider and not one vile-tempered man
who feels it his “right” to shoot and
kill two or three, as he puts it--“Scum
bags”. Especially, he may not do it in
the name of Godliness and “Christian” behavior. This is why the very
terms are so corrupted that goodly
people dislike using the words. Lessons are learned from every experienceand this one segment offers many.
I have a newspaper article to share
with you regarding this person in
point. You see, you got results--never
underestimate the value of input to a
system--U.S. District Courts had to
pay attention and now, I think you will
find follow-up interesting.
QUOTE:
Salem, Or:gon, Wed., April 29, 1992:
STATE HOSPITAL CAN LIMIT
KILLER’S MAIL, JUDGE SAYS:

a
and

1990,

and
and

and

and
upon

a
and

a
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It gets worse and worse, readers.
I am sent notations and clippings from
several newspapers and news releases
from various places--one from Canada
where the laws against speaking out in
discounting of the numbers is illegal.
I must share them with you readers for
this confusion gets worse and worse.
This is being noted for an 80 year-old
man was just sentenced to life in
prison for being in the German camps
during that war a half-century ago.
The Zionists who locked him away
cried revenge and justice--how just
can this be to an old infirm man--can
one really relish revenge on such a
pathetic soul? Who is in greater
danger of great loss in such injustice?
Butthis brings forth a point--TO THE
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER: GET BUSY ON THE
DEMJANJUK CASE--THEY ARE
ATTEMPTING TO CONVICT
MURDER
THE MAN “SECRETLY” TO STOP THE INVESTIGATIONS! NOW, TO YOU WHO
DO NOT BELIEVE THIS COULD

“.

Some of Martyr’s strongly
worded messages go to a mass mailer
in Medford, who sends hundreds of
copies to homes and businesses in
specified ZIP code zones in the Salem
area.
Martyr, who legally changed
MEN CONVICTED--AUSTRIA
his name from Robert Robertson to
Robert Martyr in 1981, vowed to
appeal Frye’s ruling to the 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals in San Francisco.
“They’re going to have to
bloody their hands with the blood of
12
this
martyr,”
he
said.
By Alan Gustafson
OF QUOTING
Is this man guilty of murder? Yes.
Then why did I ask attention from the
Constitutional Law Center and why
did I ask that the Legal “Head” of the
Center go visit the man personally
prior to hearing with authorities?
Because the man did not have a fair
trial originally and the workers in the
facility had begun to literally abuse the
man physically. I wanteo our lawyers
to meet him first and discern the level
of possibility that the man was truly
VISED
mentally ill and “judge” possibilities
in the case without outside input.
Now, here is one which is underRemember: Lessons in all things! And
statement but surely interesting in view
brothers
and
sisters,
even
sick
and
of
all the above:
”
obnoxious brothers need love and care,
International, Thursalso. If he had been unjustly incarcerday, March 26, 1992:
ated then our hands would be dirtied
by failure to look into the circumstances for his ads and “con-work”
were being effectively received in
many of your respected news-letters.
and
Truth can ONLY BE FOUND AS
FACTS ARE LAID FORTH-- MAY 3, 1992: FROM TEREZIN-- 1.5
PLEASE, DO NOT EVER
”
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May, 26, 1992

Founded in the 19th
century by Atheist, Theodore Herzl.
Historically recognized as a secular
party movement centering

around a conspiratorial scheme of the
ingathering of “Jews” of the world to
the Marxist/Fascist country called
In reality Zionism is a
“Israel”.
worldpoliticalengineofmassivepower
allied with the power of the

1

a

a
10%

1

300.
JEW* This word did not come into
exis=
until the year 1775. Prior to
that year the word “Jew” did not exist
in any language. The word was introduced into the English for the first
time in the 18th century when Sheridan

used itin hisplay “TheRivals”, “She
shall have the skin like a niummy and
6
the beard of a Jew”. Shakespeare
1 control and propaganda tentacles are never used the word “Jew” in any of
SHALL SHARE A FEW RIGHT the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai his works, contrary to popular belief.
In his “Merchant of Venice’ ’ ,
V. 111 .i.61, Shakespeare wrote,
“What is the reason? I am a
“Iewe” is an
hath not a
English word for theLatin, “Iudaeus”
which means “Judeans”. The generally accepted “secondary meaning”
of the word “Jew” today is a composite of FOUR almost universally believed assertions. A so-called “Jew”
is (1) a person who today professes the
form- of religious worship known as
“Judaism” (but is Talmudism) I (2) a

until you memorizethe

on

300” supercapitalists. These
Elite few effectively control all aspectsofwesternpolitical, intellectual,
religious and cultural life. There are
. many non-Jewish Zionists, just as
there are many “Jews” who vehemently oppose Political Zionism. The
Elite Zionists use the mask of religion
to hide their blatant nationalism, racism and atheistic philosophy. So’meof

$lO.OO... By Hatonn
Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit woven
throughout all religions.
The
Holy War - Origins of the Christian doctrine Desecration of Judaism - The role of British
Freemasonry - New Age Deception and what is
meant by the ONE WORLD CHURCH. Also
included are updates on current world events.

$lO.OO...By Hatonn
exposes the history of worldwide CIA
covert oDerations.referred to as !‘Clandestine SerHatonn

vices”, beginning in the early 1950’sthrough the
1970’sas presented by two former insiders.
CIA involvement with Cuban exile groups

and Bay of Pigs veterans - Some of the CIA “Proprietary” Organizations and Corporations. Plus current events.

person who claims to belong to a racial
group associated with the ancient
Semites, (3) a person directly the

descendant of an ancient nation which
thrived in Palestine in Bible history,
(4) a person blessed by Divine intentional design with certain

superior

cultural characteristics

.

$lO.OO...By Hatonn
Hatonn presents the history and operations of the
CIA, also called the “Cult of Intelligence”, since
1952,aspresented bytwo formerinsiders (IMAand
A) who remain anonymous for their protection.
Oliver Stone and
Psychological warfare - Espionage and Counterespionage
- Bush and CIAconnection -National Security Act.

$lO.OO...By Hatoqn
Hatonn outlines the history of worldwide CIA
operations, including the “ideals” adopted and enforced by CIA leaders and operatives, their methods
of influence in world affairs and how they escape
scrutiny by the American people.
CIA operatives McCone, McNamara, Helms and
Dulles - The Eaton Study - Successes and Failures
of CIA operations - Presidential interest in CIA Henry Kissinger - George Bush, Zapata Offshore

Oil Company and the CIA - Tavistock Institute.

$lO.OO...By Hatonn/Aton
Hatonn unveils our enemies upon the planet. This
volume continues with the exposure of CIA evil
deeds and HOW the leaders of this elite organization have controlled and manipulated the internal
socioeconomic and political affairs of the U.S.A.
and many other countries.

$10.00 By Hatonn/Aton
Hatonn winds up the exposure ofthe tangled webs
of evil powerand deceit perpetratedby the CIA as
unfolded by two former “insiders”.
National Security Intelligence Directives
(NSCID) codified in 1959 and since expanded -

How CIA hides budget from Congress - The 40
Committee’s ,roIe in the CRAFT OF INTELLIGENCE - National Security Council head Hemy

Kissinger - Presidential approval of CIA operations: NEVER on paper.

The one known as “Jesus” was a
“Judean”, meaning one who lived in
Judea OR a follower of the corrupted
Babylonian religion (Pharisaism) of
the area. Jesus was not a “Jew” as is
commonly preached and he abhorred
and denounced the form of religious
worship practiced in Judea in His
lifetime known then as “Pharisaism”
and now called “Judaism”.

a
warlike,
phallic-worshipping group of people
from Russia of Nordic, Mongolian
and Turkish bloodlines. They ruled a
portion of lower Russia, between the
Black and Caspian Seas, for several
hundred years and were at the ‘‘peak”
of their power from the seventh to the
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tenth centuries. They adopted and
merged themselves with the Judaists
of Judea in the year 740 AD. Most
ones who call themselves “Jewish”
actually

and
Phoenix Journals.
This is the bloodline of
one of Noah’s sons, Sem (or Shem) of
which came Joseph, the husband of
Mary the mother of Immanuel/Jesus.
The Semites are a bloodline which
began with Semjasa, the heavenly son
and guardian angel of God who is the
“father” ofthe white humanrace. Do
not get “crazy” here at this information, it makes NO difference whatsoever. All souled humans are GOD’s
children, even those who project evil.
Most importantly, GOD IS LIGHT-NOT “WHITE”.
and

Contrary to the
current propaganda from the so-called
Jewish-Zionist community, this term
does not mean bigotry or racism against
“Jews”. Most ones who call themselves “Jews” are not even from the
bloodline of Sem in Judea. They are
Khazars (see definition above). The
actual “anti-Semites” are the Zionist
Elite of the Committee
300 (and
adherents). Most Zionists are racist
because they project an irrational belief in the superiority of their own
race--whatever they think that race
may be--by calling themselves “God’s
Chosen Ones’ ’.
TO EXPLAIN FURTHER
I can only offer the material we
have poured forth in order to PROVE
these points unto you. We have no
wish to quarrel nor even debate--we
have herein offered PROOF and we
can do no more--YOU MUST READ,
RESEARCH AND DISCERN! FOR
SELF.
We have written many JOURNALS in addition to articles in the
regarding this subject in

order to allow insight to Truth--not
injure any fellow-brother. It is the one
who fails to KNOW the Truth of it,
most especially the misled within the
very recognized group calling themselves “Jews”, that shall and does
suffer the most painful of persecution--from the very ones who claim
same heritage. Actually you will find
those due the heritage of the beloved
of God are the ones who have been
most persecuted in every manner and
have had that heritage stolen and
Warped.

and
Now, to make you taxpayers more
comfortable in knowing that all will be
done to shut down your own cities and
services--your own Vice President
stands strong in favor of all-out aid
continuing in massive manner to Israel--instead of you.
QUOTE:
Monday, April

recommended dosage would be one
tablet per day for approximately ten
For you who have wanted infor- days. Thyro-Block has a three year
mation regarding “iodine” for use in shelf life with fourteen tablets per
relationship to nuclear incidents, tests, bottle.
etc., let me warn you that very soon all
such substance for your use will be $2.95;
5
taken from the shelves--for
00: $12.95.
1-800I have been handed 999- 1863 for credit card orders.
a source for obtaining the substance (801)222-9598: Fax Machine Numand will pass it along to you who have ber. Outside of the U.S. Call: (801)
inquired:
Let us just 222-9596. Hours for calls are 9 AMreprint the information in the adver- 6 PM Mountain St. Time (Monday
tisement: Thyro-Block reduces radio- thru Saturday). Strange thing, there is
active damage to the thyroid. During no address listed so assume you have
nuclear tests in the Marshall Islands, to call and I suggest you call the 800
natives living 100 miles away were number for it. No American Express
exposed to high levels of radiation, and I would guess, probably no COD
absorbing it through their food and but suggest you check it out for self.
drink. Nine years later, many of them Are there other resources? Yes, but I
developed thyroid abnormalities.
don’t have them and I am simply
In a nuclear accident or explosion, passing along the information because
a small dose of potassium iodide can of the tremendous number of inquirblock radio active iodide from collect- ies. Yes it will work and yes, once
ing in your thyroid and causing abnor- damaged, the thyroid once destroyed
malities. If given to the Marshall will not again work so it seems a small
Island natives, potassium iodide would effort for security--you are already
have reduced absorption to only 1%. undergoing radiation and I suggest
Thyro-Block would be used in nuclear right now, all be watching for any
accidents--like Chernobyl or Three symptoms of damaged thyroids.
Mile Island--and should be included in (Thank you, Ellen.)
all your emergency first-aid kits. The
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So--let us now look at some other
interesting news regarding AIDS. This
comes directly from the
Tuesday, May 12, 1992 and
comes
to
me from a source in New
END OF QUGTING
Whathe&iledtonotewasthatitwasthat York/Montreal.
QUOTE:
THE AIDS “PLOT” AGAINST
AGAINST m
ANDGERMANywhichcaus&nyneed BLACKS: Bizarre as it may seem to
most people, many black Americans
todoanythingatallwithanyso-called
believe that AIDS and the health mea“Jews”. If someonedec~waragainst
you-whatwouklyoudo? Whatdidtheydo sures used against it are part of a
conspiracy to wipe out the black race.
inhAng~thisvqmonth?--andN@
A survey of black church memONE decland WAR! You must underbers
in 1990 found that an astonishing
stand:
35 percent believed AIDS was a form
of genocide. A New
”

WCBS-TV News poll in 1990 found
that one black in 10 believes the AIDS
virus was “deliberately created in a
laboratory in order to infect black
people” and an additional 2 in 10
thought that might be so. A Galluppoll in March produced
similar results.
Even some dedicated black health
workers engaged in the fight against
AIDS decline to disavow these fears.
Testifying before the National Commission on AIDS, one said that “until
proven otherwise” she considered
AIDS a man-made disease.
Worse yet, the treatments and
preventives against AIDS have become suspect. Some blacks believe
Please see AIDS, next page
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that AZT, the harsh drug used to
combat the disease, is a plot to poison
them...that campaigns urging use of
condoms, the best way to prevent
sexual transmission, are a scheme to
reduce the number of black
babies.. . that distributing clean needles
to slow transmission among addicts is
a plot to encourage drug abuse.
At its most destructive, the paranoia causes many blacks to avoid
medical treatment. Unless black and
Hispanic leaders play a more vigorous
role in countering the fears and mistrust, it will become even harder to
slow the epidemic.
The task is urgent because the
disease is now spreading most rapidly
among minorities. Last year, for the
first time, the number of AIDS cases
reported for minorities exceeded the
number for whites. Most worrisome

Details aregiven regarding the fact:
of the Holocaust: the history am
background of the “Jews”; whI
Israel receives reparations paid tc
her due to the “Holocaust”; whj
millions of “Jews” receive 5,00(
German marks annual1y for “dam.
ages”. Plus current events abou
Dur economy, the Anti-Defama.
tion League, the Torah, and the
Talmud.

By
In this journal we are given addi
tional important information abou
how and why the Holocaust is 2
massive deception against all hu
mans on planet earth, either di.
rectly or indirectly. Details about
phoney pictures, phoney numbers,
phoney gas chambers, etc., are included.
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for the future, blacks account for a
majority of AIDS cases in women and
children. “AIDS in future generations may be primarily a disease of
black people,” the New York Department of Health warned last month.
Yet the response to this growing
crisis has been sluggish. Financially
pressed minority organizations and
local governments have little energy
for fighting AIDS, especially given
the stigma attached to its main victims, homosexuals and drug addicts.
But whether financing for minority
AIDS programs has lagged behind
white programs, as some black leaders charge, is not clear. Federal and
state funds to minority AIDS organizations have gone up and the Govemment’s central programs, like counseling and testing services, have huge
minority caseloads.
No programs, even if well financed, will succeed without a change
in attitudes. Thus it is welcome news
that the New York State Health Department, with the help of black politicians and community leaders, has
started a media campaign to encourage blacks to mobilize against AIDS.
The campaign rightly stresses that
and
notplots a&nst
blacks. But it refuses to counteract the
paranoia about AIDS as genocide,
saying only that no matter how AIDS
got started, there are ways to stop it.
Campaign officials reasoned that few
blacks would believe government denials anyway. But surely black leaders and public figures with high credibility, such as Magic Johnson, the
basketball star, could do much to
discredit the pernicious and dispiriting rumors.
Meanwhile, Federal, state and local health officials need a far better
assessment of the flow of AIDS money
into minority communities and strongerprograms to fight the disease there.
Costly drug treatment ought to be
provided to all who seek it, an investment that would yield dividends far
beyond slowing
spread
And more vigorous outreach programs
might persuade more individuals
avoid risky behavior.
As white Americans, shaken
the riots in Los Angeles, search for
ways to help afflicted and distrustful
minorities, there’s no wiser way to
start than AIDS. A failure to treat and

prevent AIDS among minorities: That
would be the true genocide.
END OF QUOTING.

and

HIS
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To give you a bit of confirmation
regarding the launches at Vandenberg
Air Force Base, let me share with you
a portion of a news article editorial of
May 9, 1992 from
(This is very near to
Vandenberg).

a

a

QUOTE:
LIFT THE VEIL:
5

2
4:30

2

The News-Press

,

END OF QUOTING

THE ENEMY
tinre launch would not

Indeed--they have reviewed policy
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and tightened- security FROM youthe-people.
a
What do you think they launch
regularly from that b&e--tiddle-dewinks games for space aliens? Moreover, the Soviets are running your
show and you haven’t even noticed.
cc\ La ;*
J”

“6

1C.

no

MAJOR RIP-OFFS TO WATCH
FOR

I am absolutely appalled at the
kind of information and insults to your
intelligence which come forth. Take
care and for goodness sakes, chelas,
avoid at all costs (which are expensive
by all accounting) something called
“Super Science” and things offered
by one, Klark Kent. For instance,
there is a “UFO Detector” for use to
“Protect
Yourself From Alien Abductions!“--at a base cost of $239.
This incredible rip-off is coming in
1
conjunction with such horrendously
misrepresenting information and hype
which will be coming more and more
heavily upon you, such as this miniPreseries called
cious ones, this is the same material
which has already been discounted as
presented first by Bud Hopkins of the
UFO-disinformation network.

5121192

,

and

up a

that

in the state in the last 25 years. !” May
God have mercy upon you who allow
this.
What happened with the husband
of this murdered woman? Where is
he? How is it that the prosecution
agent is not even a “prosecutor” for
the state but a hired private lawyer?
WHY WOULD THE VERY LAWPERSONS COVER ALL AND
TAMPER WITH THE EVIDENCE?
Let me give you some facts which
have NEVER been allowed hearing in
this case and then see if the blood will
wash from your hands as Piloteefforted
to wash it from his 2,000 years ago.

2000

am about AIDS from the intensive
earth of an M.D. Discover what
really is - The economics of
AI
AI DS - Mans future: AIDS cure or
exl:inction? - Precaution to take to protee:t yourself - What our Government,
Or ganized medicine, Hospitals and
Ph ysicians are doing about AIDS.

IThis audio tape set is an introjuction to the Socioeconomic,
In,this sobering JOURNAL the MANm ade originof AIDS as well as MANY
ot her viruses is revealed. Implicated
in this Conspiracy for population redlaction through the spread of AIDS
axt the “World Health Organization”
through its Small Pox Vaccination
P’.ogram in Africa and The “Public
Health Service” through its Hepatitis
B study on Homosexual men in New
Yark, Los Angeles and San Fransco. Learn who is behind this bio%&al warfare against humanity, why
mines will never work
tll.ere is no such thing as “safe” sex.

?olitical, Geophysical and
spiritual transmissions/messages contained within THE
PHOENIX
JOURNALS
Some topics covered are: “Nev
World Order”, UFO cover-up
U.S. Constitution,AIDS, Spiri
tual Transition of Man ant
more.

$12.OO...(PlusShipping)
Two-Tape set.. .3 hours
To order contact:

Even though it be after the fact, I
shall give you WHY it was thought
that miscarriage of justice was being
done. If a man be simply in prison he
is “going nowhere”
executed--he has already gone “somewhere” and is no longer able to hear
your pleas for forgiveness with his

AH, WEED,
MAY HE
you”.
PLEASE HAVE MERCY FOR YE
ARE AS BLIND AS ALBINO
SALAMANDERS WHO HAVE

forgiveness youask. What ifthat man
be YOU who is caught in a circumstance wherein you can do nothing in
defense of self? Is it not time that you
as a nation think upon these “rules”
you make in order to bring cruel
judgment and sentence upon your
brother? And what of the argument on
the other side? “Oh, there have only
been three innocent people executed

ANI) NO EMOTION AT ALL.-ALTHOUGH THEY FEEL PAIN
AS ANY OTHER CREATURE.
WOULD IT BE YOU COULD
TEMPER
Under pressure to solve a brutal
murder (1981) in a tiny coal-mining
town of Grundy,
police and
country

BUT THEY HAVE “REASON”
FOR THEY HAVE NO EYES,
VERY TN HEARTS M)R THEY
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that insured the Governor received the
documents. Now, we executed him
“because he failed a liedetector test”
mere hours prior to execution? That
kind of information is not even allowed in court at trial and yet you base
a man’s life or death on “nerves” and
the test was run by “WHO”?
a

up and facts demonstrate as much.
Firstly, Coleman has a certified
alibi for every moment of the 10-l 1
p.m. periodonMarch 19,1981, when
his wife’s sister, WandaFaye McCoy,
was murdered. Roger Coleman’s alibi
was confirmed by Centurion Ministries investigator James McCloskey,
whose investigative work earlier this
year freed two California men wrongfully imprisoned for more than a decade (17 years) for murder.

The day of the hearing for a motion to change the venue of the trial,
Coleman’s attorneys did not support
a
Roger Coleman’s father, who told the
and
judge that he could have gathered
a
many affidavits attesting to the bias of
the community if he had been aware
they were needed. Coleman’s inexpeand
a
rienced attorney did not ask the court
for a continuance.
Roger Coleman NEVER REEVIDENCE DELIBERATELY
CEIVED
A HEARING ON ANY OF
HIDDEN AND WITHHELD
THESUBSTANCEOFHIS APPEAL
Secondly, evidence that would (except for one hearing ,on “ineffecLaw
Our people did all they could and
have tended to show that Coleman was tive assistance of counsel”) because
There was other more pertinent to I would appreciate it if you would send I
innocent,
was withheld
from his first set ofhabeas corpus attorneys the case, information, also sent from them a note of appreciation for their
the CLC--and follow-up was made
Coleman’s trial attorneys by police
and prosecutors. This included a pry
a
mark and a latent fingerprint on the
door of Wanda McCoy’s home. The
argument that the murderer must have
been someone the victim would have
willingly let in was contradicted by the
Virginia Attorney General Mary
evidence of forced entry--but the e&
dence was hidden. However, had that Sue Terry, has consistently opposed
This JOURNALcontinuesthe series of
ThisjOURNAL contains instructions and
spiritual instructionsfor Earth Humans
latent fingerprint
been Roger hearings for Coleman, on the ground
rules to live by which will keep you
transmitted by the Master Teacher and
firmly on the lighted
of God. The
Coleman’s, the prosecution would that evidence of “actual innocence”
Spiritual
Guardian
of
Earth,
Jesus
Cosmic
Brothers
explain
that
by undercertainly have used it at trial--so what is not grounds to reopen a death senSananda, with contributions bv Archanstanding
and
living
by
God’s
Laws 01
tence authorized by a court. And at
does that tell you-the-jury?
gel Michael and St. Germain. Some
Balance, you will obtain your ticket fog
Topics: Testing - The Creation - The
graduation off of this planetary dimenOther evidence that was intention- this point I shall give you what our
Healing Power of Forgiveness - Friendattorneys
at
the
Constitutional
Law
sion. This manual presents the Eighteen
ally withheld included two bloody
ship and the Path to Oneness - The Power
Cosmic Laws of Balance of God includCenter
wrote
three
days
ago
to
Goversheets found in a truck belonging to
of Unity - “New Age” Nonsense - Undering The Highest Law of The Creation,
friends of the man who, two witnesses nor Wilder of Virginia, in response to
standing “Restless” Feelings - Exploring
How to Recognize the Anti-Christ Within,
the Governor’s statement:
later swore,
the Root Cause of Insecurity - Knowing
Understanding Personal Responsibility
your Intent - Discernment, Insight and
and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).
MCCOY’S
Are you beWisdom.
ginning to get a bit nauseous yet? One
“
.........
of these witnesses,

.

15%
$34.00

a

,
$42.50
$6.75

3
$5.50
2208,

89702

.
Incredibly, at the time of Roger
Coleman’s arrest, a 4-by &foot lighted
sign with the message “Time for
another hanging in Grundy” was
erected at a. gas station next to the
Grundy, Virginia Courthouse. The
a

After the trial, a witness testified
that her husband’s cousin had told her,
“The
a

Inthisdeeplydisturbing JOURNAL, Jesus
Sananda exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”, the adversary to God
of Light. Satan’s fall from status as
“Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how to
recognize evil and how to protect ourselves from it. Satan’s presence is documented within “Satanic Cults” with specific cases of demonic possession, control, murder, sexual perversion and ritual
sacrifice of babies, children and animals.

a

Satanic Commandments - Witchcraft -

and
..

510.00
The story of the life of the one known as
Jesus of Nazareth (Lmmanuel) is told by
Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas
Iscarioth. Judas Iscarioth’s name is
cleared and the actual one who betrayed
Immanuel is revealed. Absolute clarification isgiven
fblsifications and misconceptions conceming Immanuel’s teachings and his life,
of
40
days with Cosmic Beings, His Crucifixion and Resurrection and His journey
after his resurrection.
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I will assume you are following
the story regarding Bush’s involvement with banks and arms deals with
Iraq as is ongoing through the Gonzales
thrust at truth. If not, then you will be
out the mid-p&ion of information,
for today I am going to move right into
the money-scandal being exposed. I
shall also list the American “industries” who are KNOWN to have sold
materials and equipment for the production of weapons of mass destruction to Iraq--BY NAME. The United
States is third in line behind Germany
with 136 corporations involved directly, Unit+ Kingdom !!! with 38
and then, the U.S. with 36.
Let us, however, first look at the
scandal being exposed and then perhaps facts and proof of even minor bits
.

efforts .because it is a sad day in
Sacramento this day. The Constitutional Law Center, 631 Wilhaggin
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95864; Phone:
916-486-7901; Fax: 916-487-9032.
This loss will not stay them from
continuing this case until justice is
discovered--nor will it stay all-out
battle to save your rights under the
Please wake up
Constitution.
America--YOU NO LONGER HAVE
RIGHTS!
The Attorney General ‘‘ate up the
clock” by legally not responding to
the Coleman “brief ’ until May 12-leaving no time for legally responding
in timely manner. This was deliberate
and enough to convince anyone of
intent of the politicians. Ah yes, there
was -celebratiofi at 11:36 p.m. last
evening-r-as the evidence was murdered. Rest well, America, for you
have not heard the end of this matter.
This Governor Wilder is “black” and
Coleman “white” and already the
“reverse racism” is flowing in the

a
11

will be alittle moreconvincing. I shall
cover this all in far more detail in a
JOURNAL but this will suffice for
here.
A burgeoning scandal which
involves links between banks, high
U.S. officials and the government of
Iraq’s Saddam Hussein is not only
spreading but exploding, despite allout efforts of the Bush Administration
to head it off--even to disallowing
information under ‘‘national security”
and “illegal means of gathering the
information’ ’. The information presented was intentionally NOT gotten
from any‘ intelligence agency JUST
TO PREVENT SUCH ACCUSATIONS.
Please allow me to simply reprint
Mike Blair’s report
for it is to the point and valid.
May 18, 1992:
Brent
Scowcroft (Mormon representative to
the Administration), President George
Bush’s national security adviser, has
been linked to the burgeoning scandal
involving the Atlanta branch of the
Italian state-owned Banca Nazionale
de1 Lavoro, or Bank Lavoro. [Yes,

a
The bank was responsible for
providing billions of dollars to Iraq, a
considerable amount in U . S . -guaranteed loans. They were ultimately used
by Iraq, for several years leading up to
last year’s Persian Gulf War, to obtain
arms.
At the same time, it has been
learned Robert M. Gates misled the
U.S. Senate in statements he made
regarding U .S . intelligence assistance
to Iraq, when testifying at his confirmation hearings last year
following his appointment by Bush as
the nation’s new director of central
intelligence.
These revelations are the latest
to surface from documents released by
Rep. Henry Gonzalez (D-Texas),
chairman of the House Banking
Subcommittee, which is investigating
the Bank Lavoro scandal.
GRAIN FOR GUNS
The Atlanta branch of the Ital-

ian bank provided U.S.-backed loans
to Iraq from 1983 to buy grain, but the
Iraqis redirected the ships to countries
then behind the Soviet Iron Curtain,
where the grain was bartered for weapons.
However, the multibillion-dollar scam began to unravel in mid- 1989
when two American employees of the
Bank Lavoro became fearful they might
get caught and visited the offices of the
U.S. attorney in Atlanta to cut a deal.
As a result, FBI agents and examiners
of the Federal Reserve Bank raided the
Atlanta branch’s offices on August 4,
1989 and carted away boxes of documents, including the so-called gray
book, which Christopher Drogoul,
the branch manager, used to record
the illicit deals with Iraqi officials.
Those officials included Kamil
Hassan, son-in-law of Iraqi strongman Saddam Hussein. Hassan was
also chief of the much-feared Iraqi
secret police. Also involved was
Wafai Dajani, a Jordanian grain shipper, whom Gonzalez’s subcommittee
has determined was responsible for
arranging the shipment of the grain to
the Iron Curtain countries out of the
Port of Houston.
Documents
released
by
Gonzalez further show that Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz convinced
Secretary of State James A. Baker in
a conversation on October 6, 1989 to
overlook congressional suspicions
about an Iraqi arms buildup. He also
told Baker Iraq was not happy about
being caught up in the banking scandal.
.
State Department notes of the
Baker-Aziz conversation indicate Aziz
said: “This was not a sign that the
U.S. wanted improvement in relations. It is in fact a setback, and the
government of Iraq is very
Although the Bank Lavoro had
loaned $.5 BILLION to Iraq for supposed agricultural products, up to that
point, to appease Iraq Baker encouraged the Agriculture Department,
through the Commodity Credit Corp.
(CCC), to back an additional halfbillion in credits to the Saddam Hussein
regime.

COVER-UP DEEPENS
As the administration’s coverup of the Iraqi dealings deepened,
Congress was misled about the U.S.
sharing intelligence with Iraq in 1989
and 1990 right up to just 10 weeks
before Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait in
August, 1990. U.S. intelligence had
been providing information to Iraq
about Iranian military activity, dating
back to the days of the Iran-Iraq War.
However, a September 19,
199 1 report of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence concerning the
nomination of Gates as CIA director
reveals: “Intelligence sharing continued on a sporadic basis until 1988
when the war between Iraq and Iran
ended.”
The report was presumably
based upon erroneous information provided by Gates.
In any case, it is contradicted
by documents released by Gonzalez,
which include a State Department
“option paper” prepared for National
Security Adviser Scowcroft and dated
May 16, 1990. The “option paper”,
signed by the State Department’s J.
Stapleton Roy, states: ‘‘Intelligence
Cooperation: Intelligence exchanges
have waned since the Gulf War ceasefire. Pro: They still provide Iraq with
limited information on Iranian military activity that would be missed.
Con: Ending this contact would close
off our very limited access to this
important segment of the Iraqi establishment.”
BANK CONSULTANT
SCOWCROFT
According to further documents released by Gonzalez, Scowcroft
served as a consultant for the Bank
Lavoro before joining the Bush Administration.
Scowcroft urged, as national
security adviser, that Iraq b&granted
$1 BILLION in farm credits through
the Bank Lavoro, after the misuse of
funds had become known, according
to the documents.
Documents reveal that the fact
Iraq was using American assistance to
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viser (Scowcroft) and the present
build its military force was discussed deputy secretary of state (Lawrence
on October 13, 1989 at a meeting at E%@burger).” End
We have spoken of all of this in
the Agriculture Department. Those
attending included lawyers and other Prior writings but You must keep uP
with what is under way presently, as
officials of the CCC.
The minutes of the meeting reminder that we speak of two differstate: ‘‘Although additional research ent things herein--one is bank loans
needs to bedone, it appears more and from banks involved in “dirty” busifunds ness, ConSpimCywith Your own Adand/or commodities may have been ministration (President), cover-up and
diverted from Iraq to third parties in then on the other hand the continuation of business in major manner with
exchange for military hardware.”
Corporations
within your nation with
The CIA, according
to
Gonzalez, knew all about how the approval of Your government* AcW
grain for weapons operation was be- dY meseCorporationssimPlY marched
ing conducted. The congressman said directly to the Orders of Saddam.
the intelligence warning flag ‘&was There were major items being shipped
either ignored or canceled by the State right out of other countries such as
Department level or the Department Brazil, even after the war was under
of Commerce level and by other in- way--AND WERE APPROVED BY
dividuals who had some of the com- YOUR OWN ADMINISTRATION.
mercial and financial backgrounds,
including highly placed individuals in
the administration today, very high,
specifically the national security ad-

LIST OF INVOLVED CORPORATIONS IN U.S.

Please know that many of the
Corporations listed here are also corporations with DIRECT connections
to corporations of the United Kingdom and Germany but bear different
labels for protection of the guilty.
Ethylene
oxide--mustard gas precursor.
Chemical
precursors.
Dr. John Coleman
$16.95...(plus shipping)
Few know of the existence of this
most secret society consisting of
300 people who control world affairs through a network of interlocking banks, financial institutions, insurance companies, newspapers, radio and television stations, Fortune 500 corporations
who have at their service intelligence agencies of several nations.
Ihis book rips the lid off the top
conspiratorial body in the world
today who plan and direct all the
:vents making the headlines.

1

ria strains.
Atlanta branch financed exports ($3
billion) to Iraq.
BeII
Helicopters.
Environmental monitoring equipment for
nuclear research.

19911
High temperatures ovens.
Cornput&- systems.
Computerized microfilm equipment for ballistic missile research facility,
Inc.: Analog processors.
Integrated circuits and electronics used at SAAD 16
Supercomputer for Iraqi re-

. search center via West Germany
Glass-fiber manufacturing
plant.
Electronic test equipment.
Fuel air explosives.
Military-use
helicopters.
Precursors for chemical
weapons.
Electronic imaging and photographic equipment.
Electronicequipment for
nuclear physics research.
Parent of
Gildemeister A.G.
Precision laser
tracking system.
Precursor chemicals.

Radion spectrum
analyzer.
Computers for missile research.
Computer graphic terminal.
Five
crates of machine tools for vacuum
spectrometer.
computer to Ministry of
Defense.
Precursor chemicals.
Aircraft.
Vacuum pumps and bellows for nuclear weapons plants.
Co.: Electronic test and
measuring equipment for SAAD16 flight test laboratory.
.
crazy NOW for this all comes
from published sources!
DESTRUCTION OF IRAQI
FACILITIES

Subsidiary of Delhi Instruments.
Presrag Corp.: Seals for nuclear
(Are there any of you out there
under the delusion that the necessity of
or chemical research.
destruction of all facilities remaining
Hydrogen cyanide and production in Iraq after the “surgical bombing
raids” HAD TO BE UNDERequipment.
Telecommu- TAKEN??? The only way to leave
open for any “doubt” regarding U.S.
n&ions,
Iraq financed front com- involvement is to remove the evi-‘
dence! Chelas--“Had again”! Can’t
parry for VUF AG.
Subsidiary of Indus- you see that they have you coming and
going? Is it very different from murtries Cardoen.
dering the truth as in Roger Coleman?
Precursors for chemical If you destroy the evidence you can’t
be
guilty.
’
weapons.
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PAT ROBERTSON IN POINT
As we untangle
of deceit and
misperceptions you ones are going to
have to face the facts that painful
information will sweep over
as
tidal waves of disappointment in ones
you thought to be Godly and in service
unto Nation and Planet. Is it blindness? I leave it to you--mine is to tell
you the stories as they ARE and yours
is to discern.
prospective
owner
news setice (UPI)
tithe Ismefiten&st Yjt&& Sju&fs

Televangelist Pat Robertson, who

66
a court-ordered bankruptcy auction,
may well end up in control as a front
an organization long regarded as
one of the world’s leading news services.
If Robertson IS allowed to purchase UPI, foreign agents will be
pulling the strings. You nice Americans had best demand an investigation
and you will find that Robertson ’s bid
is simply a part of an expanded Israeli
‘penetration of American and Irrternational Media.
If Robertson gets UPI, it will be a
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very sad day for all the world’s press-it will be the death knell for any
worthy news anywhere in the world.
There is a storm of criticism which
has been set off by this attempt to take
over the remnants of long-dying UP1
and from it comes thrusting forward,
Robertson, who has emerged as a
figure most Americans have never
seen and don’t remember from political days. He is simply recognized as
a “nice” evangelist on television.
This is an unscrupulous media manipulator and he is linked directly to
sinister international intrigues, genocidal atrocities and the world’s most
ruthless secret service, the Israeli
MOSSAD.
CORRUPTlON AND CRUELTY
In 1981, with the assistance and
planning of the Intelligence force,
Robertson set up a TV-radio center in
southern Lebanon, where a troop of
Israeli-backed mercenaries known as
the South Lebanese Army occupied
the frontier areas. This was a “savage, trigger-happy militia paid and
arm& by the Mossad”, as described
from involved intelligence officers

and correspondents who have covered
the Lebanon “beat” for some 20
years. They outdid their masters in
cruelty and corruption. Among European newsmen they were known as
”
’ ‘, enforcers who
clubbed their prisoners to death in a
most slow and painful manner to either
information or simply ’‘set
example”.
You might well find Robertson to
present a pious pretense to :mpartiality but his radio and TV stations in
Lebanon have been, from orset, used
as a military tool by the Israeli proxy
South Lebanese Army.
In
Latin
America..
the
televangelist’s Christian Broadcasting
Network similarly became 2nd is a
major “tool” of Israeli inkmention
and a cover for the suf?ering, death
and devastation left behind by %ossad
“pacification” tactics.
The Israeli govemmeni :as rewarded Rcnertson’s loyal supp‘4.r;with
;L commemnrative medal and other
?onors whi5r h<openly boasts
on his locai rograms. Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir, a lifelong terrorist,
nail& the television pastor as “my

%vorite American” which is an accolade that spurred Robertson to even
greater efforts on behalf of Israel right
to the steps of the White House campaign set upon in efforts to bring
greater integration of Israel into the
Washington U.S. government. Thank
you, Heavenly Father, that he failed.
Ones from the ‘higher ranks of
Intelligence say Robertson ‘‘claims to
be a minister of God, but he does not
even qualify as a Christian. He ignores the Old Testament and misinterprets the New Testament in order to
justify any territorial claim Israel
makes.” The acquisition of UP1 is
recognized as a total and unadulterated “disaster” because the press will
simply be run by Israelis for Israel.
Please, chelas, there is only blind and
mindless devotion to foreign interests
hel*ein. The greatest help given unto
the ADVERSARY is through these
misleading evangelists who capture
the attention and minds of you-thepeople who are looking for God--in all
the wrong places. Can you not find
HIM within in HIS TEMPLE?
CONNECTION WITH FLIGHT
103

louder it cheers and the harder you are took the lead in covering up these
Israeli war crimes and in disseminatpounded with false information.
ing propaganda that misrepresented
both the nature and the tragic toll of
REPORTS AS WEAPONS
the Mossad ‘‘pacification campaign’ ’
Even the CIA, an dly and accom- in the countryside.
While Robertson and his reporters
plice of Israeli intelligence since World
free access to
War II, privately admits the Mossad were allowed
and doctored reports Guatemala’s combat zones during this
as a weapon “for silencing anti-Israel period, many other Christian minisfactions in the West” and for attack- ters and priests were driven out, their
ing Arab adversaries. This is readily churches turned into army barracks or
discussed and reported in intelligence stables by troops under .the command
of Israeli instructors. Religious workcircles.
Foreign observers, who follow ers were often tortured by Israeli interthe U.S. lead on Middle Eastern is- rogators--and by 1983 the Vatican
sues, express unusually strong doubts protested the murder of a Franciscan
about the case against Libya in the priest by Guatemala’s Mossad-led
\ sewake of reports television evangelist curity forces.
Robertson and his “Christian”
Pat Robertson had emerged as the
leading bidder in the May 12 court network led the propaganda drive to
action for bankrupt United Press In- hide these atrocities from public view,
ternational, still regarded as a major and especially from U.S. audiences.
news service in such countries as the It is so serious, in fact, that Robertson
Hispanic nations. They consider, in is pending indictment by Guatemala
the words of Mexican commentator and you may well find out, America,
Abel Bonilla Alvarez (internationally that UP1 is run by an indicted war
recognized), ‘‘. . Robertson is a loud, criminal, whose extradition to Guateunscrupulous propagandist for Israel. mala is before the UN Security CounHe has broadcast
lies and cil on far more serious charges than
disinformation to cover up some of the
Mossad’s worst crimes. The day he
gets control of UP1 will be a dark day
CONDONES ACTIONS
for the Arab nations--and also for
Latin America. ”
Robertson’s close ties to and support of the state of Israel means that he
CLOSE WITH MOSSAD

What of this connection? Everything from the KNOWN torture, oppression and international terrorism is
involved.
Challenged about the scant evidence it presented to indict Libya for
the downing of Pan Am flight 103, the
Guatemalan diplomats who are
Bush Administration let it be known it anxious to remain anonymous because
a
of the power of this press element and
the Mossad working in Guatemala,
Who might that be? One Jamil (or say that Robertson worked openly and
Ami) Ga’aka, who is a “sometime” closely with senior Mossad officials in
airline clerk
the early 1980’s to support a military
coup by Gen. Ephraim Rios Montt,
UN delegates, many of whom had who is a self-described “born-again”
joined the Bush Administration’s drive Christian and a disciple -of Israeli
last month to clamp sanctionson Libya, “pacification” methods.
voiced a-lot of concern about the
After Rios Montt seized power in
discovery that the U.S. government’s an Israeli-orchestrated 1982 coup,
most tightly guarded source is an asset Mossadofficials, instmctorsandtechnicians took charge of the entire Guatemdan national security system--the
Since 1980, the U.S. has been military, the @ice, even-the customs
lured into military intervention-or
service.
into disputes that barely stopped short
What followed was genocidal--a
of war--time
and again
by waveofrepre&onagainstGuatemala’s
disinformation concocted by Israeli largely Indian ruraI population.
agents. The press provides no checks
and his so-called
or balances: the worse the violence “Christian” Broadcasting Network
triggered by the Israeli deception, the

Israel is the ONLY nation in the
world that gives such barbaric treatment of subject peoples the sanction of
its laws and courts.
Israeli soldiers have for the past
year operated under rules of engagement in the Occupied Territories that
allow them to use deadly force against
thosesuspected of “security offenses”.
This term encompasses everything
from rock-throwing to running away
from soldiers. Palestinians have appealed to the international media to
publicize the many such executions
have witnessed,

The Israeli High Court established
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guidelines in 1987 permitting

S/23/92 #2
a

Robertson seems to simply look
the other way without comment as
these atrocities occur under his very
nose. Many of those Palestinians who
have been killed and tortured are
“Christians”, readers. What make
ye of this? Will it be enough for your
conscience to say “I didn’t know!“?

S/23/92 #2
Mel Gibson has fallen into the hands
of the new “Hate Crime” elements
for expressing his personal opinion
regarding homosexual behavior and
abortion issues. When questioned he
replied openly and with preface stated
as to it “being his PERSONAL opinion and nothing more”, He has been
condemned by an organized group
called Hollywood Supports, a selfproclaimed “anti-homophobic and
anti-AIDS discrimination” organization demanding action under the
“new” laws, Gibson’s crime? He
declared that he is not homosexual and
thinks homosexuality in behavior is
wrong, He further said he thinks
unborn children have rights and should
not be killed. Outraged homosexuals
and abortionists declared Gibsonpernon
and asked boycotting
of all his films past, present and not be
allowed to make films in the future,
Gibson doesn’t yet seem too worried
but I hope he will keep us in mind if he
gets “out of work”.

2208
89702
1

Watch the sleight of hand at work.
Why is “any” information coming
forth or promised? Because the Soviet
KGB has released information (sold
it) and it is valid. It also totally
blackmails the CIA, Now, the “fixed”
information is promised but even that
doesn’t seem to quite “appear”.
Funny thing, no matter how they
tamper and cover it still comes out that
the CIA was absolutely involved to
their tiny little eyes.
Gates, as in “Robert”, CIA director, gave testimony before a Senate
subcommittee holding hearings on
pending legislation that would require
disclosure of up to 1 million pages of
secret records relating to the assassination of John F. Kennedy.

S/20/92
Greetings precious Druthea. I
AM Sananda. I have been labeled
many things; Jesus Christ, Pale
Prophet, Qtietzalcoatl. I came as
man, human upon your place and I
brought TRUTH of Our Father’s Kingdom WITHIN, as many ones before
me have,
My name given of God during that
lifestream, some 2000 years past, was
Esu Immanuel, meaning God who
walks with us. What set me apart IN
PERCEPTION ONLY from those I
brought the message to, was My illumination of KNOWLEDGE inspired
from Our ONE Creator Source. My
beloved- ones who call themselves
“Christian” believe I came to forgive, absolve THEM of their SINS or
errors against God. Precious ones, if
you believe this, you error greatly in
understanding of the Laws of God
AND Nature.

a
The
purpose of releasing the documents,
he said, was to put an end to what he
described as the “insidious, perverse
notion that elements of the American
government, that my own agency, had
some part in the assassination, ” He
was referring to PLAUSIBLE DENIAL, the book by Mark Lane, which
presents proof that elements of the
agency were indeed behind the murder of JFK--along with other information now come forth in PROOF of
involvement.
Gates claims he released the entire preassassination file
on Lee Htiey Oswald, which began
in December, 1960, but the State

I brought to you a way of LIVING
in balance and harmony with the FULL
power of GOD working WITH YOU
to sustain you in that balance,
Christness is a way of LIFE, a state of
being and an achieved level of KNOWING God and His ways. My life as a
Truth messenger was not what was
important to YOUR salvation. It was
the message, the idea of LOVE giving, of INNER power to be Master of
Self and the human physical illusion
by KNOWING GOD WITHIN, Hen&
I was able to say and KNOW this
TRUTH: I AND MY FATHER ARE
ONE.
Even in the various versions of the
Christian
Bible, there are left
untampered teachings which I brought
which totally contradict YOUR belief
on MY blood to save you and somehow buy you a ticket into God’s
Kingdom’s, What do I mean? I told
you this: As you sow, so you
What does this mean to you, my
brethren? If this be true, then how can

Department had sent a cable to the
CIA in October, 1959, saying Oswald,
a Marine with access to secret codes,
had defected to the USSR. So the CIA
waited for 14 months to open a file on
a known defector with damaging information? Oswald was directly working for the CIA at the time and prior
to the time in point. The entire chaos
over the truth is now to cover the direct
links of ones such as Bush in the
assassination itself, Bush, Nixon and
Johnson wereall directly involved and
all actions since, including Watergate,
were to hide the fact of such involvement. Your government has been
made up of obscene criminals for the
past many decades.
He who continues to refuse to use
his eyes and ears shall become as the
blind salamander--blind and deaf and
dwell within the earth as a prisoner in
the darkness. So be it.

I or any human SAVE you or forgive
YOU from your own errors? How can
this be possible? On the one hand you
want no responsibility for self, perhaps? Which way will you have it?
For you may error and error endlessly, dear ones, and until YOU understand the error (sin) and FORGIVE SELF, you will reap the consequences of that error against THE
LOVE GIVING. This is the
meaning of that law, it is Cosmic Law
and Wedescribed its meaning in great
detail within the JOURNAL called
OPERATOR/OWNER MANUAL,
Therein this Absolute LAW which we
call CAUSE AND EFFECT is outlined,
Consider ::is carefully. ALL of
Creation is a play of CAUSE AND
EFFECT. The highest principle of
this Truth lay in the fact that the ONE
Creator is the great
of ALL,
atid
of Creation
each one of you, precious ones) is the
on
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EFFECT of dreator’s thinking from
His Mind of KNOWING. Creation is
His stage of simulated Motion. What
this means is that the One MIND is
Reality. It is the UNdivided perfection. Physical manifestation as you
recognize it, is a thought projection
ILLUSION from the ONE great
Knower and Thinker, GOD SOURCE,
You each are divided sexed conditioned pairs, equal opposites, male
and female, who seek to be again

longer) of balance when you merge
our physical mind into GOD’s Mind
for knowledge and understanding and
thus, ILLUMINATION. The more
You are able to tune Your thoughts to
the rythmic universal heartbeat, the
more you will allow God to speak to
You in His electric Language of
LIGHT; INSPIRATION.
Please,
recious
dries,
if
a
flicker
of
underP
standing is coming to you now, go and
obtain Germain’s PLEIADES CONNECTION JOURNALS, forGermain
has most wondrously given EXPLICIT
detail on the Nature and Basis of God

UNITED in mind idea, whether or not
you know or understand this Truth.
That is why and it is quite true that and Creation*
While we are on the subject of the
although you struggle to find the very
PLEIADES
CONNECTION JOURelusive perfection in the physical experience, you CAN find moments (or NALS, please allow me a moment to
extend humble appreciation and gratitude to Mark who has recently joined
the Tehachapi circle, and who has put
to audio tape these PLEIADES CONNECTION JOURNALS. Our Father
Hatonn has requested that taped is well pleased, son, for your inspired
meetings/question and answer ses- reading of these JOURNALS brings
sions be offered to you. Donations the various speakers, Aton, Hatonn,
to cover the costs of the tapes will
Germain and I, Sananda to life in
be $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
minds
of the listener. Because of this
tapes, and $2.50 per tape for three
or more. (For orders to Mexico or giving of YOUR gift, son, many ones
Canada add $.2S per tape and for will comprehend more easily the lesany other foreign country add $.50 sons. You are indeed blessed in our
per tape). We are not set to take Father’s Kingdom beloved Mark.
credit card orders, please send check
Druthea has requested that I let
or money order donations to THE you readers know that all is not quite
WORD. If you desire tapes from complete for availability on these books
ever?,meeting (to be sent automation tape. Please be patient a bit longer
cally), please send a $50.00 (or
more) donation from which tape and the tapes will be announced in the
costs will be deducted. You will be LIBERATOR when details are finalnotified when your balance falls ized. Thank you.
Now, back to our subject at hand,
below $20.00.
5-l-92 (I Tape) L.A. riots/the
INSPIRATION. Defined in your dicbigger plan.
tionary,
means: 1. A
S/2/92 (3 Tapes) Current events
creative feeling or impulse. 2. The
and Questions & Answers,
state of quality of being inspired 3.
518192 (2 Tapes) Hatonn on
One who or that which acts as an
radio talk show.
inspiring influence.
means:
519192(2 Tapes) Meeting and
1. To stir or move (a person) to
Q&A. 1
creative
activity or vigorous action;
(3 Tapes) Hatonn Silent
fill with motivating emotion. 2. To
critical information for those who arouse or create (a feeling, an idea).
have not read the materials. $7.50 3. To direct or guide, as by special
S/16/92 ( 3 Tapes) Hatonn,
divine influence.
Meeting and Q&A
The ONE great Teacher is GOD
5/23/92 (2 Tapes) Hatonn, MeetSOURCE. When a fragment of Him
ing and Q&A.
ms and accepts GOD illumination,
such as have I Sananda, then I am
givenalong with that KNOWLEDGE,
6194
responsibility to my younger breth93582
ren. This is the same with each ONE
3fyou who attune yourselves to GOD’s
LIGHT, you become the guides for

those who do not yet have that knowledge, or in other words, who are yet
UNAWARE they have it inside themselves.
Through inspired thought given of
the ONE teacher, each one of you can
be the messenger of inspiration and
unity to others as YOU receive, cornprehend and accept your partnership
with GOD who works WITH you, not
FOR you.
I ask you goodly ones who label
yourselves ‘*Christian” “Jewish”,
“Muslim”, “Mormon” etc., WAKE
UP! For the time of choosing is at
hand and your places are prepared by
your intent and knowing. When you
KNOW you are not limited by a
human interpreted doctrine of what
God is and who you are in relationship, then the spark of inspiration will
be allowed to illumine IN you! Do not
longer argue and JUDGE one another
based upon inconsequential and often
ridiculous differences in BELIEF strutture of religious doctrine. Instead,
seek UNITY of purpose and understanding of one another. Communicate with LOVE and seek to understand what you each have IN COMMON within your hearts. The details
about WHO Jesus Christ was and why
he came must not set you ones apart
for I, as Esu Immanuel brought THE
LAW, the Sword of TRUTH. LOVE
YE ONE ANOTHER! DO NOT
JUDGE LEST YE BE JUDGED IN
KIND! YOU FEEL YOURSELF
CHOSEN? WHY? WHAT HAVE
YOU DONE AND HOW HAVE YOU
LIVED TO EARN THIS SELF-APPOINTMENT AS “GOD’S CHOSEN”?
IF YOU THINK YOUR
BIRTH AS A “JEW” OR YOUR
BELIEF IN THE BLOOD OF JESUS
CHRIST AS A “CHRISTIAN” AUTOMATICALLY MAKES YOU
“CHOSEN OF GOD” YOU ARE IN
ERROR. FORGODCHOOSESNOT
ONE RACE OR RELIGIOUS DOCTRINE BELIEF ABOVE ANOTHER!
YOU ARE CHOSEN BY SELF BY
HOW YOU LIVE YOUR LIFE IN
INTENT OF LIVING GOD’S LAWS
AND MANIFESTING LOVE GIVING AND COMPASSION.
REMEMBER YOU HAVE FREEWILL,
AND GOD ALLOWS YOU TO
CHOOSE HOW YOU WILL BEHAVE AND LIVE AND RESPOND.
IF YOU UNDERSTAND NOT,
THAN YOU WILL REAP THE

CONSEQUENCES OF
NORANCE,
IGNORANCE OR KNOWINGLY
YOU DEFY THE LAWS OF GOD
IF YOU BELIEVE
OTHERWISE,
EGOCENTRIC THINKING AND BEHAVIOR WILL BIND YOU IN THE
HELL OF PHYSICAL ILLUSION
OF YOUR OWN IMAGINING UNTIL YOU DO LEARN. SO BE IT.
Who am I who speaks with such
authority? I AM the WORD and THE
WAY. I AM SANANDA, ONE
WITH GOD AS CO-CREATOR IN
KNOWLEDGE AND TRUTH. I
come as representative as a HOST of
God, theONE CREATOR, to reclaim
HIS kingdom and HIS lost and now
FOUND lambs who choose to LIVE
HIS LAWS. I LOVE YOU OF MINE
BRETHREN, for many of
have
walked with me for aeons of time
bringing Earth Human the WORD
and THE SWORD of TRUTH that
each may be lifted by the spark of
GOD-inspiration intoKNOWING, out
of the darkness of spiritual poverty
and ignorance. My timeof RETURN,
as I promised is nearing. WILL YOU
RECOGNIZE ME? OR WILL YOU
DENY ME ONCE AGAIN? THE
CHOICE IS YOURS AND ONLY
YOURS TO MAKE.
And even my return signals not
THE END, precious ones, but a new
beginning, a new book of creation of
OUR imagining with God inspiration
is being birthed. What part will you
play? That depends on self in THIS
play; how well you balance your lessons and KNOW. Do you simply
watch the clock in your service, anxious to get through the time? Or do
you relish each moment you are given
to serve and effort to live a life of Joy,
even in the midst of the evil cancer
which you must look at and understand and walk through? Do you
silently petition God to give to you the
’‘things” you must acquire for self, if
thatbeyour desire? Inother wordsare
you asking God to do for you and give
to you that which you must do for self?
Or do you ask God to show you HOW
to best serve HIM and then listen for
your instructions and act upon them?
What are YOU WILLING TO DO
FORGOD? AND DOYOU RECOGNIZE HIS VOICE WITHIN YOU?
STILL UNSURE? WHY? WHERE
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DO YOU SEEK GOD?
IN A
CHURCH? IN A MAN’S OPINION? HOW ABOUT IN A CHILD’S
INNOCENCE? OR IN NATURE?
OR WITHIN IN YOUR INTENT?
DO YOU JUDGE YOURSELF AND
OTHERS? HOW DO YOU DO SO?
DO YOU KNOW HOW TO STOP
JUDGING? IF NOT, HOW WILL
YOU FIND OUT?
WHEN you are able to intuitively
attune your will to God’s will, HE
WILL INSPIRE you to KNOW and
DO your part, your service, for HE
has already done HIS. When your
DESIRE is simply to BE like UNTO
GOD in your thinking and behavior,
the door is opened for that opportunity
and you choose it by recognizing
HOW GOD IS and responding in
KIND. EVERY interaction is a testing of your knowledge of GOD and
HIS WAYS. PERFECTION? There
is no perfection short of reuniting with

Discover the hiddenmanipulatorsofthr
‘New”WorldOrderandhowtheymain
ain their power. How the Rothschild
w involved. Our relationship with So
t4et Russia. The CIA part in the play
lhe Rule of the Order and more.

vlullins unveils the Conspiracy to den
rou low cost alternative health care an
LOW
federal agents commit acts of Crimi
ral Syndicalism to protect the profits o
he “DrugTrust”. The World’s 18 larges
)rug Firms are listed.

lhisbookgives youthe Truthwhichoui
government leaders and historians have
iever made public. The Federal Re;erve Act, The Aldrich Plan, The Fedml AdvisoryCouncil,TheMoneyCre-

dors, etc.
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Creator in oneness. What point would
there be to the play of Creation if all
fragmentsextended in perfected wholeness? In reality there would be no
fragments for the perceived imperfection is created by the divided equal
opposites which come form the ONE
undivided LIGHT ofperfection, GOD.
In your individual reflection you bring
life to Creation, to the play of Cause
and Effect. Eventually you becomeas
Co-creator by understanding and living the Laws of God and Nature.
Many of you stand at that door NOW,
ready to move into you higher understanding and responsibility. You still
have much to DO HERE, so please
stay focused on your service on Earth
and your placement in the higher places
is assured, precious ones.
Let us close this document. I trust
I have left you ones with much to
ponder on your path to Knowledge
and thus, GLORY. Thank you precious Dru, for sitting with me. I do
request chela, that you recognize the
little bird has spoken to you, more
than once. The request is I would like
to please have sitting with you, Dru,
for giving instruotion in each LIBERATOR which comes forward from
now on. When we have accumulated
enough of these instructions, then we
will please continue putting them into
JOURNAL form in the PRE-FLIGHT
INSTRUCTION volumes, or as I instruct. Now you’ve heard it from the
“horses mouth” chela, so there is no
misunderstanding. Thank you. Remember God gives you not more than
you can handle, and you will be fine
chela with your schedule and perceived duties. There is time for all and
if there is not then the other duties
must be delegated for this writing
takes priority, precious. I know you
understand. Release the worry over
“little” things, little one. You have
capable and willing hands now available, utilize them.
Ihankyou,preciousbmthmn,foryour
attention. IAMingleatLovEwitheach
oneofyouandIamsohumblyappmc&ive
oftheloveandgivingandsupportofthis
gloundcrew,andthatincludesyouofmine
bmthmnacmsstheUnitedStatesandthetest
ofEarthShan. IAMSANANDA. Icome
inseIviceuntotheoNElightedc~
Soutceandthus,toyou,mybmthmn. Walk
gently with one anotherin peaceand love.

There are a myriad of tax benefits that
can be achieved by using a Nevada
Corporation. Corporations can expense items that you and I as individuals cannot. Many of the tax benefits
that are available for ti corporation can
greatly benefit the individual by lowering their taxable income.

that your home state business pays
your Nevada Corporation. This pay
generally equals the amount of profit
that you would have in your home
state business. This eliminates any
taxes on your home state business.
Now your Nevada Corporation would
be required to file&taxes, but you are
left paying only federal taxes. You
Because Nevada does not have any now have successfully eliminated your
corporate income tax, many busi- home state taxes!
nesses that use a Nevada Corporation
will run funds through Nevada where The legal tax strategies available
their home state cannot attach a tax to through Nevada Corporations are too
that business. This can be. accom- many to list. This again is where
plished in a number of creative and creativity comes into use. See what
legal ways.
kind of ideas you can come up with to
benefit your situation!
Along this same line of thinking, a
home state business could contract FOR MORE INFORMATION
with a Nevada Corporation.
The ABOUT NEVADA CORPORANevada Corporation may be in the TIONS CALL CORPORATEADVIbusiness of consulting, such as man- SORS CORPORATION AT (702)
agement, advertising, or marketing. 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT
The Nevada Corporation would pro- 2533 N. CARSON ST., SUITE 645,
vide its consulting service to your CARSON CITY, NV 89706. ASK
home state business which would pay FOR CORT CHRISTIE.
for this service. Now you set it up so
.
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(Computer Bulletin Board)
iEffective immediately the Phoenix
ELiberator BBS is up and running.
:To download information to your
computer simply dial (with mordern) (805) 822-1309. The BBS is
:nonsubscription and functions at

2400 baud N-8-l. You’ll End information regarding citizen’srights, state
citizenship, Constitutional concerns
and legal insights, conspiracies and
so much more. Spread the word.

This JOURNAL contains instructions and rules to live by which
will keep you firmly on the lighted path of GOD. The Cosmic
Brothers explain that when you understand and live by
you will obtain your ticket for graduation off of this planetary dimension. This manual presents the
basis for the Eighteen Cosmic Laws of Balance of God; including
The Highest Law of The Creation, How to Recognize the AntiChrist Within, Understanding Personal Responsibility and the 1
Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).

:
:
:
:
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(Ed. note: This k a continuation from the May 19, 1992
treaty adopted by the Senate; reprinted 6om 5-J-J
May 11, 1992.)
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This full color poster of sananda war
painted by artist, Randall B. Singleton
It is a life-like portrait masterfully cre
ated and ? wonderful art piece that wil
add special meaning to your home
office, church or meeting rcylm. T~I
poster also makes an excellent gift fo
friends, family or co-workers.
$15.00
53.50
16” 20”

The resolution of r8ttiifzatlon b a8
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Since we currently have 50 Phoenix Journals to choose from (with more
coming) and our new customers often ask us, “Where do I begin?“, America
West responded by offering this Starter Kit for all

a

pregnant worm)
puhbbment

The

4 books & Newspaper subscription

$10.00
Governmental

cover-up of extraterrestrials

visiting our planet.

$10.00
GOD’s deliverence of TRUTH to you.
$lO.OC

Unlted
Party

Contains pragmitic “how to” and tactical suggestions to help
you fade into the background.
$lO.O(

2000
Who’s behind the One World Government?
(Weekly Newspaper)
(13 issues of the Current Volume)

Total

$20.00
$60.00

Just mention The Starter Kit when you call our toll free number to order at
800-729-4131. We accept Visa or Master Card. Shipping charges are UPS
$7.00 or Bookrate $5.50 in the USA. California orders, add 7 l/4% sales tax
(No Substitutions). With this order also receive our catalog FREE.

America West, I? 0. Box 2208, Carson City, NV 89702
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$20.00...3
The Greens discuss their involvemen
with extraterrestrials and their corn
uIlication with Hatonn, This is al
~~troducto~ lecture that covers al
aspects of Earth man’s transition.

George covers his background, am
involvement with extraterrestrials. Hr
gives facts on economic collapse ant
details on how you can protect your
self. Desiree’ introduces some of thf
current Cosmic knowledge container
within the JOURNALS,

$$$

$38
$11.95

To Order By Credit Card Call:
or Fax: 805-822-9658.
Send Check or Money Order to:
America West, P-0. Box 2208, Carson Citv, NV 89702
Shipping Charges - UPS - $3.75 1st title, $1 .OOeach additional
Book Rate- $2.50 1st title, $1 .OOeach additiomal

10%
George gives information about hi
involvement with Billy Meier. In
eludes photographs of craft taken b:
Meier and portions of live footage o
craft, plus more.

$22.00...1
#2

i

George discusses his history of El
involvement and UFO investigation
The Global economic/political con,
spimcy. Desiree’ discusses The Lau
of One, Creation and our persona
responsibility in our soul’s progres’

7191
$20.00...2
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of
National Security to reveal how
U. S, Forces have been usedas tools
by international elitists who are
guilty of drug trafficking, preventing American POW’s from coming
home, and more.

.L-

Bo tells the story behind the covet-t CIAoperations of
He names those key individuals
involved in the Golden Triangle
heroin trade. His is a message of
courage and he delivers a “final
call to serve“ to all who will
awaken to the evil behind the
ZNew World Order”.

(Computer Bulletin Board)

i

: Effective immediately the Phoenix:
‘Liberator BBS is up and running.”
m
mTo download information to your
:computer simply dial (with ma-r
idem) (805) 822- 1309. The BBS is
: nonsubscription and functions at
2400 baud N-8-l. You’ll find in: fo~ationregardingeiti~en~s~~~~
Constitutional
Estate citizenship,
:concems and legal insights, con
mspiracies and so much more. Spr
: the word.
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is
published by America West, 800-729413 1, P.O. Box 2208, Carson City,
NV 89702. Subscription rates are:
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/
Mexico); $30 (Foreign); or 26 issues
for $40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico);
$60 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $75
(US); $80 (Canada/Mexico);
$110
(Foreign).

11
Preparedness Expo
Las Vegas, NV
801-561-8242

JULY 25
Kevin Lyons - 4151485-5843
Sharron - 415-85 l-0546
Hyatt Rickey’s

12

Ron Carlson
East West Center
University Of Hi

Pa1o *lto9 CA

[f you want to connect with others in your area who are also interested in this information,
hop us a note giving us permission to release your name, address and phone number
:optional).
Shari Smith
Bob Jackson
Manfred Alber
P.O. Box 424
1001 E. Whitton
Olathe, Co.
Bethany, OK 73008-0424
Phoenix, Ariz. 85014
303-323-5843
Laurie Anteau ,
4188Modoc Rd.
Santa Barbara, CA 93 110
805-964-6136

William Mareska
3802 Washington Rd.
Martinez, GA 30907

Grace Bonfilio
45 Rochester St.
Bradford, PA 16701

Greg Sullivan
P.O. Box 48
Yucca Valley, CA 92286
619-364-4164

Mike Babcock
483 S. Kirkwood Suite 163
Kirkwood, MO 63 122

John tea’ Lloyd
P.O. Box 791404
San Antonio, TX 78279

Frontier Enterprizes
Box478
Lantzville, BC Cananda
VOR2HO
604-978-6130X1 10

Milson
1149 72 St.
Edmonton, Alberta
Canada T6K3L7
11

Ouantitv Subscriptions: $97.50 for25
copies of 13 issues; $135. for S$lcopies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100
copies, of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for
100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS
postpaid Continental US. Alaska, HI.,
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or
write for shipping charges.
Back issues of
Minimumor.der 5-49 copies of one issue $0.75
each Postpaidin thecontinental U.S.A.
50 copies of one issue $15.00 plus
$7.50 shipping. 100 copies of one
issue $30.00 plus $11.75

.-
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in

the Continental U.S.A.
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign
orders please call or write for additional shipping charges.
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